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PORV Operability Clarification

Priority/Classification 4) Change Bases
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Description:
PORV Operability is clarified in the Bases. Miscellaneous usage clarifications are made to the Bases.
An inaccurate statement in the Action 3.4.1 .E Bases is deleted.

Justification:

PORV Operability in Modes 1, 2, and 3 is based on manual actuation (no reliance on automatic opening is credited for
event mitigation) and its ability to isolate a potential small-break LOCA path. The Bases are not clear in many areas
about the credited Operability function. The Applicable Safety Analysis discussion of events that model the PORV
opening is clarified to point out that this modeling is part of conservative assumptions, and does not reflect an assumed
automatic mitigative function.
The deleted statement in the Action E Bases is incorrect in that it assumes that both PORVs became inoperable at the
same time. The correct start time for Condition B would be the time the remaining inoperable PORV was declared
inoperable. The statement is deleted as start times are adequately described in Section 1.3, Completion Times.
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

T7FS/&/, ho, I
BASES

BACKGROUND -
(continued)

the PORVs minimize -challenges to the pressurizer safety
valves and also may be used for low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP). See LCO 3.4.12, 'Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System.'

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Plant operators employ the PORVs to depressurize the RCS in
response to certain plant transients if normal pressurizer
spray is not available. For the Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR) event, the safety analysis assumes that
manual operator actions are required to mitigate the event.
A loss of offsite power is assumed to accompany the event,
and thus, normal pressurizer spray is unavailable to reduce
RCS pressure. The PORVs are assumed to be used for RCS
depressurization, which is one of the steps performed to
equalize the primary and secondary pressures in order to
terminate the primary to secondary break flow and the
radioactive releases from the affected steam generator

alsoto e l dat. Z)
The PORVs are vse in safety analyses for events that result
in increasing RCS pressure for which departur orm nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR) criteria are critical. y assuming
PORV w actuation, the primary pressure remains below
the high pressurizer pressure trip setpoint; thus, the DNBR
calculation is more conservative Events that 're this
condition includc a turb~ine tripsand thc 1ows >F zrriSa
rrun;:fltrT (Rl. ess. of nolral4.

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO - The LCO requires the PORVs and their associated block valves
to be OPERABLE for manual operation to mitigate the effects
associated with an SGTR.

By maintaining two PORYs and their associated block valves
OPERABLE, the single failure criterion is satisfied. -The-

cith~r f~jlgdopcr1 POP.V GRV w Lpe~t±sive-leaKag-E.
Satisfying the LCO helps minimize challenges to fission
product barriers.

(continued)
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|This page is replaced in WOG-ED-20. See the /
Lfollowing page. _

As su this actuation is not required to mitigate these events, and PORV auto c
operation erefore, not an assumed safety function.

INSERT B5lb

An OPERABLE block valve m be either open, or clo and energized with the
capability to be opened, since the r ired safety fu ion is accomplished by manual
operation. Although typically open to w P0 operation, the block valves may be
OPERABLE when closed to isolate the flb th of an inoperable PORV that is capable
of being manually cycled (e.g., as in the 0e obcessive PORV leakage). Similarly,
isolation of an OPERABLE PORV s not render t PORV or block valve inoperable
provided the relief function rem available with man action.

An OPERABLE PORV equired to be capable of manuallyo ng and closing, and not
experiencing excessiv eat leakage. Excessive seat leakage, althou not associated with
a specific accept e criteria, exists when conditions dictate closure of block valve to
limit leakage.
<para reak>
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INSERT B51a

As such, this actuation is not required to mitigate these events, and PORV automatic
operation is, therefore, not an assumed safety function.

INSERT B5lb .3 Weve 4e Cf'a 1Ut L W cosAC /
An OPERABLE block valve may be either ope or closed and energized with the
capability to be opened, since the required safety function is accomplished by manual
operation. Although typically open to allow PORV operation, the block valves may be
OPERABLE when closed to isolate the flow path of an inoperable PORV that is capable
of being manually cycled (e.g., as in the case of excessive PORV leakage). Similarly,
isolation of an OPERABLE PORV does not render that PORV or block valve inoperable
provided the relief function remains available with manual action.

An OPERABLE PORV is required to be capable of manually opening and closing, and not
experiencing excessive seat leakage. Excessive seat leakage, although not associated with
a specific acceptance criteria, exists when conditions dictate closure of the block valve to
limit leakage.
<paragraph break>



Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

T7-S /--- / Sgew. I
BASES (continued)

I

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the PORY and its block valve are
required to be OPERABLE to limit the potential for a small
break LOCA through the flow path. The most likely cause for
a PORV small break LOCA is a result of a pressure increase
transient that causes the PORY to open. Imbalances in the
energy output of the core and heat removal by the secondary
system can cause the RCS pressure to increase to the PORV
opening setpoint. The most rapid increases will occur at
the higher operating power and pressure conditions of
MODES 1 and 2. The PORWs are also required to be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, and 3 t
thcsai_ /r safet)

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is high.
Therefore, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. The
LCO is not applicable inAE::t when both pressure and core
energy are decreasesJi-nd the pressure surges become much

MODS-4 5,and6 wth the reactor vessel he~adin places
LCO .4.2 adresesthe PORT requirements in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added to clarify that all pressurizer PORVs
are treated as separate entities, each with separate
Completion Times (i.e., the Completion Time is on a
component basis). The exception for LCO 3.0.4, Note 2,
permits entry into MODES 1, 2, and 3 to perform cycling of
the PORVs or block valves to verify their OPERABLE status.
Testing is not performed in lower MODES.

MWi=tt-a PORVs inoperable and capable of being manually
either the PORVs mus be restore or the flow path

isolated within 1 hour. The block valveX Mez& be close j

but power must be maintained to the associated block valve%,
since remova ower would render the block valve
ino erable. /,Althoqa

if~~~A to Amnal ly opee n ls$7ntE '
lh ertfie able toaper Rmit-XncI-6. PORV pioperability
may by §iRfsetlaae nrumentainpolm,~

auoaic coto rbes fother cause ato not//
pr Pent manual/use and do no create a poss ility for

(continued)
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INSERT B52a

... for manual actuation to mitigate a steam generator tube rupture event.

INSERT B52b

.(e.g., excessive seat leakage). In this condition,



Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

72 S 7T-F-/ IS, 'ev.I

BASES

ACTIONS L.1 (continued)

rll hrr'h EG .- o9-heerao -fle blc valve' may-b"

Xe-hner~his Condition is only intendad to permitgoperation
of the plant for a 1 i d A of t noe
next refueling outage (MODE 6) so that maintenance can be
performed on the PORVs to eliminate the problem condition.

Lhe i PO bs hould be. deal able F:,-- autom,

Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be made
when power remains on the closed block valve. The
Completion Time of 1 hour is based on plant operating
experience that has shown that minor problems can be
corrected or closure accomplished in this time period.

B.1. B.2. and B.3

If one [or two] PORV[sJ is inoperable and not capable of
being manually cycled, it must be either restore d
isolated by closing the associated block valve aOr removing
the power to the associated block valve. The Completion
Times of 1 hour are reasonable, based on challenges to the
PORVs during this time period, and provide the operator
adequate time to correct the situation. If the inoperable
valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it must be
isolated within the specified time. Because there is at
least one PORY that remains OPERABLE, an additional 72 hours
is provided to restore the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE
status. If the PORV cannot be restored within this
additional time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply, as required by Condition D.

C.1 and C.2

If one block valve is inoperable, then it is necessary to
either restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within the
Completion Time of 1 hour or place the associated PORV in
manual control. The prime importance for the capability to
close the block valve is to isolate a stuck open PORV.
Therefore, if the block valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
1 B 3.4.11

I7 7S (S7, P I
BASES .1

ACT S C.1 and C.2 (continued)

status within 1 hour, the Required Action is to place e
PORV in manual control to preclude its automatic ope ng for
an overpressure event and to avoid the potential fo a stuck
open PORV at a time that the block valve is inoper le. The
Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based o the small
potential for challenges to the system during is time
period, and provides the operator time to cor ct the
ituation. Because at least one PORV remai OPERABLE, the
o eerator is permitted a Completion Time of 2 hours to
res ore the inoperable block valve to OP BLE status. The
time liowed to restore the block valve is based upon the

tl~~~a: ~ no Tie orretoi an inp ble PORV in
Condititc B, since the PORVs capable of mitigating

_an ifetsa-DIR Pvn. If the
,LhL icpfea/k bock va v is restored within t CompIetion Time of

72 hours, th ower will be res red Qythe PORV.1tr '
>et ;S C~o-PERAEE-sftzE If it cay ot be restored within this

+ Yi1 ofPen y additional time the plant m/st be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO doe not ap , as required by Condition D.

'4-

D.1 and D.2

If the Required Ac on o Condition A, B, or C is not met,
then the plant mu be bro ht to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. a achieve his status, the plant must be
brought to at ast MODE 3 wi in 6 hours and to MODE 4
within 12 ho s. The allowed pletion Times are
reasonable ased on operating eperience, to reach the
required ant conditions from fu power conditions in an
orderly anner and w'thout challeng g plant systems. In
MODES and 5, n PORV OPERA ILITY may be required.
See 0 3.4.12.

.1 E.2 E.3. and E.4

If more than one PORV is inoperable and not ca ble of being
manually cycled, it is necessary to either resto e at least
one valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or 'solate
the flow path by closing and removing the power to he
associated block valves. The Completion Time of 1 h r is
reasonable, based on the small potential for challenge to
the system during this time and provides the operator t e

(continued
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

.. (

status within 1 hour, the Required Action is to place the
PORV in manual control to preclude its automatic opening for
an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a stuck
open PORV at a time that the block valve is inoperable. The
Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on the small
potential for challenges to the system during this time
period, and provides the operator time to correct the
situation. Because at least one PORV remains OPERABLE, the
operator is permitted a Completion Time of 72 hours to
restore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE status. The
time allowed to restore the block valve is based upon the
Completion Time for restoring an inoperable PORV in
Condition B, since the PORVs D capable of mitigating
an eve If the
o y~i~sie is restored within the Cornl1tion Tim,-of ( OR
-l2~-ho ELM the 4 powr wllbe restered ; the 4W asL -5

(to-OE~k$E s~tS3 -If it cannot b-e restored within thi-s
additional time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply, as required by Condition 0.

D.1 and D.2

If the Required Action of Condition A, B, or C is not met,
then the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on ope~rating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
MODES 4 and 5,m PORV OPERABILITY may be required.
See LCO 3.4.12.

I

E.l. E.2. E.3. and E.4

If more than one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least
one valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or isolate
the flow path by closing and removing the power to the
associated block valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is
reasonable, based on the small potential for challenges to
the system during this time and provides the operator time

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11
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BASES

ACTIONS E.1. E.2. E.3. and E.4 (continued)

to correct the situation. d f ePRYirestked and ow

Codtj' B'$t he ie ;'ctaedathe ogin;
dkcl ~tcixIvngvwoo he OVK 0npr k b If

no POR~s are restordd within the Completion Time, then the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. In MODES 4 and 5,

PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See

F.1. F.2. and F.3

If more than one block valve is inoperable, it is necessary
to either restore the block valves within the Completion
Time of 1 hour, or place the associated PORVs in manual
control and restore at least one block valve with *2 hours
[and restore the remaining block valve Within 72 hours).
The Completion Times are reasonable, based on the small
potential for challenges to the system during this time and
provide the operator time to correct the situation.

G.1 and G.2

If the Required Actions of Condition F are not met, then the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. In MODES 4 and 5,

t n>-+ ~ PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

T• 7F-/,/ RAe. I
BASES (continued) I

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.11.1

Block valve cycling verifies that the valve(s) can be losed
if needed. The basis for the Frequency of 92 days is the
ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 3). If the block valve is
closed to isolate a PORV that is capable of being manually
cycled, the OPERABILITY of the block valve is of importance,
because opening the block valve is necessary to permit the
PORV to be used for manual control of reactor pressure. If
the block valve is closed to isolate an ztbe=i4or inoperable
TURV, the maximum Completion Time to restore the PORV and
open the block valve is 72 hours, which is well within the
allowable limits (25%) to extend the block valve Frequency
of 92 days. Furthermore, these test requirements would be
completed by the reopening of a recently closed block valve
upon restoration of the PORY to OPERABLE status (44e 27

The Note modifies this SR by stating that it is not required
to be met with the block valve closed, in accordance with
the Required Action of this LCO.

SR 3.4.11.2

SR 3.4.11.2 requires a complete cycle of each PORV.
Operating a PORY through one complete cycle ensures that the
PORV can be manually actuated for mitigation of an SGTR.
The Frequency of [183 months is based on a typical refueling
cycle and industry accepted practice.

SR 3.4.11.3

Operating the solenoid air control valves and check valves
on the air accumulators ensures the PORV control system
actuates properly when called upon. The Frequency of
[18] months is based on a typical refueling cycle and the
Frequency of the other Surveillances used to demonstrate
PORV OPERABILITY.

SR 3.4.11.4

This Surveillance is not required for plants with permanent
1E power supplies to the valves.I I

(continued)
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